Press Release

**Industrial Chic finishes**
Metalwork with understated glamour

May 2015; sees the exclusive launch of Turnstyle Designs new Industrial chic finishes “Vintage Matt Nickel” and “Vintage Dark Patina”, which can be seen exclusively in their London showroom at Design Centre East, Chelsea Harbour.

Managing Director, Steve Roberts said “We have seen a key trend this year for more Industrial vintage style metals. With a lot experimenting we now have our “Vintage Matt Nickel” and Vintage Matt patina” finishes for our metalwork parts. The two finishes sit extremely well between our Fine Antique brass and our Dark Bronze finish.”

Launching the new finishes in our London showroom gives clients the opportunity to really see the finer details of the new finish and in a range of combinations.
The hand applied patinas which are very labour intensive, go through a process that requires patinating Nickel or Brass and then the metal is hand brushed for the final texture. Available on the majority of Turnstyles products this creates even more combinations for designers to choose from.

Steve continues “As a design led company we combine materials, textures and finishes to produce beautifully made handles that can sit well in a broad church of design styles.”

Terms explained:

Hand Applied Patina -
Artists and metalworkers often deliberately add patinas as a part of the original design and decoration of art and furniture, or to simulate antiquity in newly-made objects. The process is often called distressing.

About Turnstyle Designs Ltd:
Turnstyle Designs have been designing and manufacturing some of the world’s most inspiring door hardware for over twenty years. Using classic materials to create contemporary designs, Turnstyle handles can be found worldwide on some of the world’s most prestigious projects including private homes, yachts, hotels and restaurants. Come and visit our new showroom in the East Centre, first floor, unit 103, Chelsea Harbour.
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